AGENDA

Mobility on Demand (MOD) Working Group Meeting at NCTCOG
7/23/2018 2:00 pm – 3:30 pm
NCTCOG Transportation Council Room
616 Six Flags Drive, CenterPoint II, Arlington, TX 76011

2:00 pm Welcome and Introductions (Jing Xu - NCTCOG)
2:05 pm Alliance Link Shuttle: Public/Private Partnerships (Zoha Momin – Toyota, Lindsey Baker – DCTA)
2:20 pm Partnership between FedEx and STAR Transit (Mike Sims – STAR Transit)
2:35 pm DART MOD Sandbox Project Update (Somayeh Moazzeni – DART)
2:55 pm Whitepaper on Accessibility and MOD Options (Cody Nelson – NCTCOG)
3:05 pm Using a MaaS Platform to Enable a MaaS Ecosystem (John Horner – Kapsch)
3:15 pm Q&A, Discussion and Future Topics (All)